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Abstract
In this paper we mainly study the derivations for even part of the finite-dimensional
odd Hamiltonian superalgebra HO over a field of prime characteristic. We first give
the generator set of HO
0
. Then we determine the homogeneous derivations from HO
0
into W
0
, the even part of the generalized Witt superalgebraW . Finally, we determine
the derivation algebra and outer derivation algebra of HO
0
.
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0. Introduction
The theory of Lie superalgebras has seen a significant development (c.f. [11]). For example,
V. G. Kac has completed the classification of finite-dimensional simple Lie superalebras
and the classification of infinite-dimensional simple linearly compact Lie superalgebras
over algebraically closed fields of characteristics zero (see [2, 3]). But there are not so
plentiful results on modular Lie superalgebras (that is, Lie superalgebras over fields of finite
characteristic). For example, the classification problem is still open for finite-dimensional
simple Lie superalgebras. As far as we know, the references [4, 10] should be the earliest
papers on modular Lie superalgebras.
In this paper we shall discuss the derivations for the even part of the finite-dimensional
odd Hamiltonian superalgebra HO over a field of prime characteristic. Our work is essen-
tially motivated by the work on modular Lie algebras of Cartan type (see [1, 12, 13]). In
[9, 14, 16] the superderivation algebras were determined for the finite-dimensional modu-
lar Lie superalgebras of Cartan type W, S, H, and K. In [8] the superderivation algebra
∗Supported by a NSF grant 10471096 of China and “One Hundred Talents Program” from University
of Science and Technology of China
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was determined for the finite-dimensional odd Hamiltonian superalgebra HO. Note that
the derivations of the even parts have been studied for the Lie superalgebras of Cartan
type W, S, and H (see [5, 6]). However, in contrast to the setting of H, we determine
completely the derivation space from the even part of HO into the even part of W, and
the derivation algebra of the even part of HO, also.
This paper is arranged as follows. In Section 1 we introduce the necessary notations,
definitions and known results. In Section 2 we first give the generating set of the even
part of the odd Hamiltonian superalgebra. Then we determine the nonnegative Z-degree
derivations from the even part of the odd Hamiltonian superalgebra into the even part
of the generalized Witt superalgebra. In Section 3 we determine the negative Z-degree
derivations from the even part of the odd Hamiltonian superalgebra into the even part of
the generalized Witt superalgebra. In Section 4 we determine completely the derivation
algebra and outer derivation algebra of the even part of the odd Hamiltonian superalgebra.
1. Preliminaries
Let Z2 = {0, 1} be the field of two elements. For a vector superspace V = V0 ⊕ V1, we
denote by p(a) = θ the parity of a homogeneous element a ∈ Vθ, θ ∈ Z2. We assume
throughout that the notation p(x) implies that x is a Z2-homogeneous element.
Let g be a Lie algebra and V a g-module. A linear mapping D : g → V is called a
derivation from g into V if D(xy) = x · D(y) − y · D(x) for all x, y ∈ g. A derivation
D : g → V is called inner if there is v ∈ V such that D(x) = x · v for all x ∈ g.
Following [13, p. 13], denote by Der(g, V ) the derivation space from g into V. Then
Der(g, V ) is a g-submodule of HomF(g, V ). Assume in addition that g and V are finite-
dimensional and that g = ⊕r∈Zgr is Z-graded and V = ⊕r∈ZVr is a Z-graded g-module.
Then Der(g, V ) = ⊕r∈ZDerr(g, V ) is a Z-graded g-module by setting
Derr(g, V ) := {D ∈ Der(g, V ) | D(gi) ⊂ Vr+i for all i ∈ Z}.
In the case of V = g, the derivation algebra Der(g) coincides with Der(g, g) and Der(g) =
⊕r∈ZDerr(g) is a Z-graded Lie algebra. If g = ⊕−r≤i≤sgi is a Z-graded Lie algebra, then
⊕−r≤i≤0gi is called the top of g (with respect to the gradation).
In the sequel we assume throughout that the underlying filed F is of characteristic
p > 3. Let us review the notions of modular Lie superalgebras of Cartan-type W and S
and their gradation structures. In addition to the standard notation Z, we write N for
the set of positive integers, and N0 for the set of nonnegative integers. Henceforth, we
will let n denote fixed integers in N \ {1, 2} without notice. For α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ N
n
0 ,
we put |α| =
∑n
i=1 αi. Let O(n) denote the divided power algebra over F with an F-basis
{x(α) | α ∈ Nn0}. For εi = (δi1, . . . , δin), we abbreviate x
(εi) to xi, i = 1, . . . , n. Let Λ(n) be
the exterior superalgebra over F in n variables xn+1, . . . , x2n. Denote the tensor product
by O(n, n) = O(n)⊗F Λ(n). Obviously, O(n, n) is an associative superalgebra with a Z2-
gradation induced by the trivial Z2-gradation of O(n) and the natural Z2-gradation of
Λ(n). Moreover, O(n, n) is super-commutative. For g ∈ O(n), f ∈ Λ(n), we write gf for
g ⊗ f. The following formulas hold in O(n, n) :
x(α)x(β) =
(
α+ β
α
)
x(α+β) for α, β ∈ Nn0 ;
xkxl = −xlxk for k, l = n+ 1, . . . , 2n;
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x(α)xk = xkx
(α) for α ∈ Nn0 , k = n+ 1, . . . , 2n,
where
(
α+β
α
)
:=
∏n
i=1
(
αi+βi
αi
)
. Put Y0 := {1, 2, . . . , n}, Y1 := {n+ 1, . . . , 2n} and Y :=
Y0 ∪ Y1. Let
Bk := {〈i1, i2, . . . , ik〉 | n+ 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ik ≤ 2n}
be the set of k-tuples of strictly increasing integers between n + 1 and 2n, and put B :=
B(n) :=
n⋃
k=0
Bk, where B0 := ∅. Put B
0 := {u ∈ B | |u| even} and B1 := {u ∈ B | |u| odd},
where for u = 〈i1, i2, . . . , ik〉 ∈ Bk, |u| := k, |∅| := 0, x
∅ := 1. For u = 〈i1, i2, . . . , ik〉 ∈
Bk, we set x
u := xi1xi2 · · · xik ; we also use u to stand for the set {i1, i2, . . . , ik} if no
confusion occurs. Clearly,
{
x(α)xu | α ∈ Nn0 , u ∈ B
}
constitutes an F-basis of O (n, n) . Let
∂1, ∂2, . . . , ∂2n be the linear transformations of O (n, n) such that
∂r(x
(α)xu) =
{
x(α−εr)xu, r ∈ Y0
x(α) · ∂xu/∂xr, r ∈ Y1.
Then ∂1, ∂2, . . . , ∂2n are superderivations of the superalgebra O (n, n) . Let
W (n, n) =
{∑
r∈Y
fr∂r | fr ∈ O (n, n) , r ∈ Y
}
.
Then W (n, n) is a Lie superalgebra, which is contained in Der(O (n, n)). Obviously,
p(∂i) = µ(i), where
µ (i) :=
{
0, i ∈ Y0
1, i ∈ Y1.
One may verify that
[fD, gE] = fD(g)E − (−1)p(fD)p(gE)gE(f)D + (−1)p(D)p(g)fg[D,E]
for f, g ∈ O(n, n), D,E ∈ Der(O(n, n)). Let
t := (t1, t2, . . . , tn) ∈ N
n, pi := (pi1, pi2, . . . , pin)
where pii := p
ti − 1, i ∈ Y0. Let A := A (n; t) = {α ∈ N
n
0 | αi ≤ pii, i ∈ Y0} . Then
O (n, n; t) := spanF
{
x(α)xu | α ∈ A, u ∈ B
}
is a finite-dimensional subalgebra of O (n, n) with a natural Z-gradation O (n, n; t) =⊕ξ
r=0O(n, n; t)r by putting
O(n, n; t)r := spanF{x
(α)xu | |α|+ |u| = r}, ξ := |pi|+ n.
Set
W (n, n; t) :=
{∑
r∈Y
fr∂r | fr ∈ O (n, n; t) , r ∈ Y
}
.
Then W (n, n; t) is a finite-dimensional simple Lie superalgebra (see [15]). Obviously,
W (n, n; t) is a free O (n, n; t)-module with O (n, n; t)-basis {∂r | r ∈ Y }. We note that
W (n, n; t) possesses a standard F-basis {x(α)xu∂r | α ∈ A, u ∈ B, r ∈ Y }. The Z-gradation
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of O(n, n; t) induces naturally a Z-gradation structure of W (n, n; t) = ⊕ξ−1i=−1W (n, n; t)i,
where
W (n, n; t)i := spanF{f∂s | s ∈ Y, f ∈ O(n, n; t)i+1}.
Put
i′ =
{
i+m, i ∈ Y0
i−m, i ∈ Y1.
Define TH : O(n, n; t)→W (n, n; t) such that
TH(a) :=
2n∑
i=1
(−1)µ(i)p(a)∂i(a)∂i′ for all a ∈ O(n, n; t).
Then TH is an odd linear mapping. For a, b ∈ O(n, n; t), one may easily verify that
[TH(a),TH(b)] = TH(TH(a)(b)) (1.1)
(see [8, Proposition 1, Lemma 2]). Put
HO(n, n; t) := {TH(a) | a ∈ O(n, n; t)}.
Then (1.1) shows that HO(n, n; t) is a finite-dimensional Lie superalgebra. Following [3],
we call this Lie superalgebra the odd Hamiltonian superalgebra (see also [8]). Put
HO(n, n; t) := HO(n, n; t)0 +HO(n, n; t)1,
where
HO(n, n; t)α :=
{ 2n∑
i=1
ai∂i ∈W (n, n; t)α
∣∣∣ ∂i(aj′) = (−1)(i,j,α)∂j(ai′), i, j ∈ Y
}
where α ∈ Z2, (i, j, α) := µ(i)µ(j) + (µ(i) + µ(j))(α + 1). Note that HO(n, n; t) and
HO(n, n; t) are all Z-graded subalgebras of W (n, n; t).
In the sequel the even parts of W (n, n; t), HO(n, n; t) and HO(n, n; t) will be denoted
by W, HO and HO, respectively.
Let G := spanF{x
u∂r | r ∈ Y, u ∈ B,p(x
u∂r) = 0}. Then CW(HO−1) = G; in particular,
CHO(HO−1) ⊂ G. Note that G is a Z-graded subalgebra of W. We need the following
lemmas.
Lemma 1.1. Let φ ∈ Der(HO,W) satisfy φ(HO−1) = 0. Let E ∈ HO. Then [E,W−1] ⊆
kerφ if and only if φ(E) ∈ G.
Proof. Note that HO is a Z-graded subalgebra of W and HO−1 = W−1. This is a direct
consequence of [6, Lemma 2.1.1]. ⊓⊔
Lemma 1.2. ([6, Lemma 2.1.3]) Let V be a vector space over F and v1, v2, . . . , vk ∈ V.
Let Ai ∈ EndFV. Suppose there are Bi ∈ EndFV such that
(i) AiBiAi = Ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ k;
(ii) A1, A2, . . . , Ak commute mutually;
(iii) Ai(vj) = Aj(vi) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k;
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(iv) AiBi(vi) = vi, AiBj = BjAi for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, i 6= j.
Then there is v ∈ V such that Ai(v) = vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Lemma 1.3. Let φ ∈ Dert(HO,W) where t ≥ 0. Then there is E ∈ Wt such that (φ −
adE)(HO−1) = 0.
Proof. Apply [6, Proposition 2.1.6]. ⊓⊔
2. Nonnegative Z-degree derivations from HO into W
In order to compute the derivations from HO into W, we first give the generating set of
HO, which will be frequently used in the sequel. Let
N := {TH(xkxlxq) | k, l, q ∈ Y1},
M := {TH(x
(qiεi)xk) | i ∈ Y0, 0 ≤ qi ≤ pii, k ∈ Y1}.
Proposition 2.1. HO is generated by M
⋃
N.
Proof. Let L be the subalgebra of HO generated by M ∪N. We proceed by induction on
|α|+|u| to show that TH(x
(α)xu) ∈ L for all α ∈ A and u ∈ B1.When |α|+|u| = 1, we have
α = 0 and therefore, TH(xk) ∈M ⊂ L for k ∈ Y1. When |α|+ |u| = 2, TH(xixk) ∈M ⊂ L
for i ∈ Y0, k ∈ Y1. When |α|+ |u| = 3, we have
[TH(xixj′), TH(x
(2εj )xl)] = −(1 + δij)TH(x
(εi+εj)xl) ∈ L
for i, j ∈ Y0 and l ∈ Y1 with l 6= i
′; also,
[TH(xjxi′), TH(x
(2εi)xi′)] = −TH(x
(εi+εj)xi′) ∈ L for i, j ∈ Y0.
Summarizing, TH(x
(εi+εj)xk) ∈ L for all k ∈ Y1, i, j ∈ Y0. Since TH(xkxlxq) ∈ N ⊂ L
for k, l, q ∈ Y1, our assertion holds for |α| + |u| = 3. Now Suppose |α| + |u| > 3. Direct
computation shows that
[TH(x
(pi1ε1)x2′), TH(x
(pi2ε2)xk)] = −TH(x
(pi1ε1+(pi2−1)ε2)xk) ∈ L for all k ∈ Y1 \ 1
′;
[TH(x
(pi1ε1+(pi2−1)ε2)xk), TH(x
(εk′+ε2)xk)] = (1+δk,2′)TH(x
(pi1ε1+pi2ε2)xk) ∈ L for all k ∈ Y1\1
′;
[TH(x
(2ε1)x1′), TH(x
(pi2ε2)x1′)] = TH(x
(ε1+pi2ε2)x1′) ∈ L;
[TH(x
(pi1ε1)x1′), TH(x
(ε1+pi2ε2)x1′)] = −2TH(x
(pi1ε1+pi2ε2)x1′) ∈ L.
Since charF > 3, TH(x
(pi1ε1+pi2ε2)xk) ∈ L for k ∈ Y1. Similarly, one may show inductively
that TH(x
(pi)xk) ∈ L for all k ∈ Y1. Clearly,
[TH(x
(pi)xk), TH(xi′)] = TH(x
(pi−εi)xk) ∈ L for all i ∈ Y0, k ∈ Y1.
Therefore, TH(x
(α)xk) ∈ L for all k ∈ Y1, α ∈ A. Thus one may assume that |u| ≥ 3. Let
xu = xi1′xi2′ · · · xis′ , where ij′ ∈ Y1 and s ≥ 3 is odd. If there is some j
′ ∈ {1′, 2′, . . . , s′}
such that αij < piij , without loss of generality, assume that j
′ ∈ {1′, 2′, . . . , (s − 2)′}. By
inductive hypothesis,
[TH(x
(α+εij )xi1′ · · · xi(s−2)′ ), TH(xij′xi(s−1)′xis′ )] = TH(x
(α)xu) ∈ L;
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if αir = piir for all 1 ≤ r ≤ s and there is some j
′ ∈ {(s+ 1)′, . . . , n′} such that αij < piij ,
then by inductive hypothesis,
[TH(x
(α+εij )xi1′ · · · xi(s−2)′ ), TH(xij′ )] = TH(x
(α)xi1′ · · · xi(s−2)′ ) ∈ L.
In the first case, we have shown that TH(x
(εi1 )xi1′xi(s−1)′xis′ ) ∈ L. Thus, in the second
case we have
[TH(x
(α)xi1′ · · · xi(s−2)′ ), TH(x
(εi1 )xi1′xi(s−1)′xis′ )] = −2TH(x
(α)xu) ∈ L.
Now it suffices to show that TH(x
(pi)xu) ∈ L for u ∈ B1. Use induction on |u|. For |u| = 1
we have proved the conclusion. For |u| = 3,
[TH(x
(pi)xk), TH(x
(εk′ )xkxrxq)] = −2TH(x
(pi)xkxrxq) ∈ L for all k, r, q ∈ Y1.
Suppose |u| > 3 and write u = v ∔ ω, where v =< k, l, r > . By the argument above,
TH(x
(εr′ )xrx
ω) ∈ L. Consequently,
[TH(x
(pi)xkxlxr), TH(x
(εr′)xrx
ω)] = −2TH(x
(pi)xu) ∈ L.
The proof is complete. ⊓⊔
In order to determine the nonnegative Z-degree derivations from HO into W, we shall
show that if such two derivations coincide on the top of HO then the difference vanishes.
Of course we shall consider the generators of HO. We first consider the subset M .
For convenience, we put ∆i := xi′∂i′ − xi∂i = TH(xixi′) for i ∈ Y0.
Lemma 2.2. Let φ ∈ Dert(HO,W) with t ≥ 0. If φ(HO−1
⊕
HO0) = 0, then
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) = 0 for i ∈ Y0, k ∈ Y1, 0 ≤ a ≤ pii.
Proof. For a = 2, by Lemma 1.1 one may assume that
φ(TH(x
(2εi)xi′)) =
∑
r∈Y, u∈B
curx
u∂r where cur ∈ F.
Direct computation shows that [TH(x
(2εi)xi′), ∆i] = TH(x
(2εi)xi′). Applying φ yields that[ ∑
r∈Y, u∈B
curx
u∂r, ∆i
]
=
∑
r∈Y, u∈B
curx
u∂r.
Consequently,
∑
u∈B
(cui′x
u∂i′ − cuix
u∂i)− δi′∈u
∑
r∈Y, u∈B
curx
u∂r =
∑
r∈Y, u∈B
curx
u∂r,
where δi′∈u means it is 1 if i
′ ∈ u or 0 otherwise. A comparison of coefficients shows that
(1 + δi′∈u)cur = 0 for r ∈ Y \ {i, i
′}, u ∈ B; (2.1)
(2 + δi′∈u)cui = 0 foru ∈ B; (2.2)
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δi′∈ucui′ = 0 foru ∈ B. (2.3)
Noticing that charF > 3, by (2.1) and (2.2) one gets cur = 0 for r ∈ Y \ i
′. Thus,
φ(TH(x
(2εi)xi′)) =
∑
u∈B1
cui′x
u∂i′ .
For any fixed u ∈ B1, if i′ ∈ u, then (2.3) yields cui′ = 0; if i
′ 6∈ u, since |u| ≥ 2, there is l ∈ u
such that [TH(x
(2εi)xi′), ∆l′ ] = 0. Applying φ, one may obtain that −
∑
i′ 6∈u∈B1 cui′x
u∂i′ =
0. It follows that cui′ = 0. Consequently, φ(TH(x
(2εi)xi′)) = 0.
In the following we use induction on a ≥ 3 to show that φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) = 0. Assume
our assertion holds for a− 1. By Lemma 1.1 one may assume that
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) =
∑
r∈Y, u∈B
curx
u∂r where cur ∈ F.
Note that
[TH(x
(aεi)xi′), ∆i] = (a− 1)TH(x
(aεi)xi′).
Applying φ, one gets
∑
u∈B
(cui′x
u∂i′ − cuix
u∂i)− δi′∈u
∑
r∈Y, u∈B
curx
u∂r = (a− 1)
∑
r∈Y, u∈B
curx
u∂r.
A comparison of coefficients yields
(a− 1 + δi′∈u)cur = 0 for r ∈ Y \ {i, i
′}, u ∈ B; (2.4)
(a+ δi′∈u)cui = 0 for u ∈ B; (2.5)
(a− 2 + δi′∈u)cui′ = 0 for u ∈ B. (2.6)
The following discuss is divided into two parts.
Part I: a ≡ 0 (mod p). By (2.6), cui′ = 0 and therefore,
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) =
∑
i′∈u∈B
r∈Y \i′
curx
u∂r +
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B
r∈Y \i′
cvrx
v∂r.
By (2.4) and (2.5),
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) =
∑
i′∈u∈B
r∈Y \{i,i′}
curx
u∂r +
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B0
cvix
v∂i.
For any fixed u with i′ ∈ u, since |u| ≥ 3, there is l ∈ u such that l 6= i′. Compute
[TH(x
(aεi)xi′), ∆l′)] = 0. Applying φ to this equation, one gets
∑
i′∈u∈B
(culx
u∂l − cul′x
u∂l′)−
∑
i′∈u∈B
r∈Y \{i,i′}
curx
u∂r − δl∈v
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B0
cvix
v∂i = 0,
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and hence cur = 0 for r ∈ Y \ l. Thus
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) =
∑
i′∈u∈B1
culx
u∂l +
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B0
cvix
v∂i.
Given u satisfying i′, l ∈ u, since |u| ≥ 3, there is q ∈ u such that q 6= i′, l. Note that
[TH(x
(aεi)xi′), ∆q′ ] = 0. Applying φ, one computes
−
∑
i′∈u∈B1
culx
u∂l − δq∈v
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B0
cvix
v∂i = 0.
Hence cul = 0. Given v satisfying i
′ 6∈ v, by the equation above, one gets
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) =
∑
q,i′ 6∈v∈B0
cvix
v∂i.
Since |v| ≥ 3, there is r ∈ v such that [TH(x
(aεi)xi′), ∆r′ ] = 0. Applying φ, we have
−
∑
q,i′ 6∈v∈B0
cvix
v∂i = 0.
This implies that cvi = 0. As a result, φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) = 0.
Part II: a 6≡ 0 (mod p). Here we proceed in four steps.
Step (i): a ≡ 1 (mod p). By (2.5), cui = 0. Then by (2.4) and (2.6),
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) =
∑
i′∈u∈B1
cui′x
u∂i′ +
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B
r∈Y \{i,i′}
cvrx
v∂r.
For any given u satisfying i′ ∈ u, since |u| ≥ 3, there is l ∈ u such that l 6= i′. Direct
computation shows that [TH(x
(aεi)xi′), ∆l′ ] = 0. Applying φ yields
−
∑
i′∈u∈B1
cui′x
u∂i′ +
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B
(cvlx
v∂l − cvl′v
v∂l′)− δl∈v
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B
r∈Y \{i,i′}
cvrx
v∂r = 0.
It follows that cui′ = 0 and therefore,
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) =
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B
r∈Y \{i,i′}
cvrx
v∂r.
For any given v satisfying i′ 6∈ v, since |v| ≥ 3, there is q ∈ v such that
[TH(x
(aεi)xi′), ∆q′ ] = 0.
Applying φ yields
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B
(cvqx
v∂q − cvq′x
v∂q′)−
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B
r∈Y \{i,i′}
cvrx
v∂r = 0.
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Therefore, cvr = 0 for r ∈ Y \ q. Thus
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) =
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B1
cvqx
v∂q.
Since |v| ≥ 3, there is r ∈ v, q 6= r such that
[TH(x
(aεi)xi′), ∆r′ ] = 0.
Applying φ, we have −
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B1 cvqx
v∂q = 0. It follows that cvq = 0. So
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) = 0.
Step (ii): a ≡ 2 (mod p). By (2.4) and (2.5), cur = 0 for r ∈ Y \ i
′. It follows that
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) =
∑
i′∈u∈B1
cui′x
u∂i′ +
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B1
cvi′x
v∂i′ .
For any fixed u satisfying i′ ∈ u, by (2.6), cui′ = 0. Consequently,
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) =
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B1
cvi′x
v∂i′ .
For any fixed v satisfying i′ 6∈ v, since |v| ≥ 3, there is l ∈ v such that
[TH(x
(aεi)xi′), ∆l′ ] = 0.
Applying φ we have −
∑
i′ 6∈v∈B1 cvi′x
v∂i′ = 0. This implies that cvi′ = 0 and therefore,
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) = 0.
Step (iii): a ≡ −1 (mod p). By (2.4) and (2.6), cur = 0 for r ∈ Y \ i. For any fixed v
satisfying i′ 6∈ v, by (2.5), cvi = 0 and consequently,
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) =
∑
i′∈u∈B0
cuix
u∂i.
For any fixed u satisfying i′ ∈ u, since |u| ≥ 3, there is l ∈ u such that l 6= i′. Note that
[TH(x
(aεi)xi′), ∆l′ ] = 0. Applying φ we obtain that −
∑
i′∈u∈B0 cuix
u∂i = 0. This implies
that cui = 0 and hence, φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) = 0.
Step (iv): a 6≡ −1, 1, 2 (mod p). By (2.4)–(2.6), we have cur = 0 for r ∈ Y and u ∈ B. It
follows that φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) = 0. Note that
[TH(x
(aεi)xi′), TH(xixk)] = −TH(x
(aεi)xk) for k ∈ Y \ i
′.
Applying φ the equation above gives
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) = 0 for k ∈ Y1 \ i
′.
Hence, φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) = 0 for i ∈ Y0, k ∈ Y1. ⊓⊔
We next consider the subset N of the generating set of HO. First consider the action
on N of derivations of odd Z-degree.
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Lemma 2.3. Let φ ∈ Dert(HO,W) with t ≥ 0 odd. If φ(HO−1 ⊕ HO0) = 0, then
φ(TH(xkxlxq)) = 0 for all k, l, q ∈ Y1.
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, one may assume that
φ(TH(xkxlxq)) =
∑
r∈Y1,u∈B1
curx
u∂r where cur ∈ F.
Note that [TH(xkxlxq), ∆k′ ] = −TH(xkxlxq). Applying φ gives
∑
u∈B1
cukx
u∂k − δk∈u
∑
r∈Y1, u∈B1
curx
u∂r = −
∑
r∈Y1, u∈B1
curx
u∂r.
For any fixed u, if k 6∈ u, then cur = 0 for all r ∈ Y1. If k ∈ u, then cuk = 0. Therefore,
φ(TH(xkxlxq)) =
∑
k∈u∈B1
r∈Y1\k
curx
u∂r.
Similarly, it is easily seen that
φ(TH(xkxlxq)) =
∑
k,l,q∈u∈B1
r∈Y1\{k,l,q}
curx
u∂r.
The equation above implies that our conclusion holds when n = 3. Let us consider the
case that n > 3. For n = 4, given any u satisfying k, l, q ∈ u, since u ∈ B1 implies
that |u| < 4, there is s ∈ Y1 \ {k, l, q} such that s 6∈ u. Direct computation shows that
[TH(xkxlxq), ∆s′ ] = 0. Applying φ yields
∑
k,l,q∈u∈B1 cusx
u∂s = 0. Consequently, cus = 0
and therefore, φ(TH(xkxlxq)) = 0. For n > 4, just as above, one may obtain that
∑
k,l,q∈u∈B1
cusx
u∂s − δs∈u
∑
k,l,q∈u∈B1
r∈Y1\{k,l,q}
curx
u∂r = 0.
If s 6∈ u then cus = 0 for all s ∈ Y1 \ {k, l, q}; if s ∈ u then cur = 0 for all r ∈ Y1 \ s.
Consequently,
φ(TH(xkxlxq)) =
∑
k,l,q,s∈u∈B1
cusx
u∂s.
Note that
[TH(xkxlxq), TH(xsxr′)] = 0 for r ∈ Y1 \ {k, l, q, s}.
Applying φ yields
∑
k,l,q,s∈u∈B1 cusx
u∂r = 0. This implies that cus = 0 and hence
φ(TH(xkxlxq)) = 0 for all k, l, q ∈ Y1.
The proof is complete. ⊓⊔
Let us consider the derivations of even Z-degree.
Lemma 2.4. Let φ ∈ Dert(HO,W) with t ≥ 0 even. If φ(HO0 ⊕ HO−1) = 0, then
φ(TH(xkxlxq)) = 0 for all k, l, q ∈ Y1.
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Proof. By Lemma 1.1, we may assume that
φ(TH(xkxlxq)) =
∑
r∈Y0, u∈B0
curx
u∂r where cur ∈ F.
Assume that n > 3. Then for arbitrary s ∈ Y1\{k, l, q}, it is easy to see that [TH(xkxlxq), ∆s′ ] =
0. Applying φ we have
−
∑
u∈B0
cus′x
u∂s′ − δs∈u
∑
r∈Y0, u∈B0
curx
u∂r = 0.
Hence,
φ(TH(xkxlxq)) =
∑
s6∈u∈B0
r∈Y0\s
′
curx
u∂r.
Note that [TH(xkxlxq), TH(xk′xl)] = 0. Applying φ we have
−
∑
s 6∈u∈B0
cuk′x
u∂l′ −
∑
s6∈u∈B0
r∈Y0\s
′
curxl∂k(x
u)∂r = 0.
It follows that cuk′ = 0. Similarly, one gets cul′ = 0 and cuq′ = 0. It follows that
φ(TH(xkxlxq)) = 0. For n = 3, the argument is similar and much easier. ⊓⊔
By Lemmas 2.2–2.4, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.5. Let φ ∈ Dert(HO,W) with t ≥ 0. If φ(HO−1 ⊕HO0) = 0, then φ = 0.
This proposition tells us that the nonnegative Z-degree derivations from HO into W
are completely determined by the top of HO. In order to reduce the nonnegative Z-degree
derivations from HO into W to vanish on the top, we establish the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let r ≤ n be a positive integer and f1, f2, . . . , fr ∈ Λ(n). Suppose that
(a) ∆i(fj) = ∆j(fi), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r;
(b) ∆i(fi) = fi, i = 1, . . . , r.
Then there is f ∈ Λ(n) such that ∆i(f) = fi for i = 1, . . . , r.
Proof. We verify the conditions of Lemma 1.2. Since (xk∂k)
2 = xk∂k for all k ∈ Y1, it
is easily seen that ∆2i |Λ(n) = ∆i|Λ(n). Let Ai := ∆i|Λ(n), Bi := idΛ(n). Then AiBiAi =
A2i = Ai, that is, (i) holds. Lemma 1.2(ii) is obvious. By (a), (iii) holds. By (b),
AiBi(fi) = Ai(fi) = fi. Clearly, AiBj = BjAi, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r, i 6= j. Thus (iv) holds. By
Lemma 1.2, there is f ∈ Λ(n) such that ∆i(f) = fi for i = 1, . . . , r. ⊓⊔
According to Proposition 2.5, it suffices to consider the top for the nonnegative Z-
degree derivations from HO into W. In the proof of the following lemma we shall adopt
the methods used in the proof of [6, Lemma 4.2.5, Proposition 3.2.4].
Lemma 2.7. Let φ ∈ Dert(HO,W) with t ≥ 0 even. If φ(HO−1) = 0, then there is
D ∈ Gt such that (φ− adD)(HO−1 ⊕HO0) = 0.
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Proof. By Lemma 1.1, one may assume that φ(∆i) =
∑
r∈Y1
fri′∂r, where fri′ ∈ Λ(n).
Note that
[∆i,∆j] = 0 for all i, j ∈ Y0 with i 6= j.
Applying φ and comparing coefficients one may obtain that
∆i(frj′) = ∆j(fri′) for r ∈ Y1 \ {i
′, j′}; (2.7)
∆j(fi′i′) = ∆i(fi′j′)− fi′j′ whenever i, j ∈ Y0 with i 6= j. (2.8)
For r, i′ ∈ Y1, Suppose fri′ =
∑
|u|=t+1 curi′x
u, where curi′ ∈ F. Then by (2.7), δi′∈ucurj′ =
δj′∈ucuri′ for r 6= i
′, j′. This implies that
curi′ 6= 0 and j
′ ∈ u⇐⇒ curj′ 6= 0 and i
′ ∈ u.
Let r, i′ ∈ Y1 with r 6= i
′. If curi′ 6= 0, then the implication ensures that there is i
′ ∈ u and
therefore,
∆i(fri′) = fri′ , r 6= i
′. (2.9)
For any fixed r ∈ Y1, by Lemma 2.6, there is fr ∈ Λ(n) such that
∆i(f r) = fri′ for all i
′ ∈ Y1 \ r. (2.10)
Assert that ∆i(fi′i′) = 0 for all i
′ ∈ Y1. We first consider the case t ≥ 2. By (2.8),
∆j∆i(fi′i′) = ∆i∆j(fi′i′) = ∆
2
i (fi′j′)−∆i(fi′j′) = 0 for j
′ ∈ Y1 \ i
′.
Assume that ∆i(fi′i′) 6= 0. Since zd(fi′i′) = t + 1 ≥ 3, there is r ∈ u \ i
′ such that
∆r′∆i(fi′i′) 6= 0, contradicting the equation above. Hence, ∆i(fi′i′) = 0.
Let us consider the case t = 0. Apply φ to the equation that [TH(xixj′),∆i] = TH(xixj′)
for j ∈ Y0 \ i. We have
φ(TH(xixj′)) + [∆i, φ(TH(xixj′))] = [TH(xixj′), φ(∆i)].
On the other hand, since zd(fri′) = 1, by (2.9), for r 6= i
′, we have fri′ = cri′xi′ , where
cri′ ∈ F. Then
φ(∆i) =
∑
r∈Y1
fri′∂r = fi′i′∂i′ +
∑
r∈Y1\i′
cri′xi′∂r.
Consequently,
φ(TH(xixj′)) + [∆i, φ(TH(xixj′))] = (∂i′(fi′i′)xj′ − cj′i′xi′)∂i′ +
∑
r∈Y1\i′
cri′xj′∂r. (2.11)
Since zd(φ) = 0, φ(TH(xixj′)) =
∑
s,r∈Y1
µ
(i,j′)
s,r xs∂r whereµ
(i,j′)
s,r ∈ F.Note that [∆i, xs∂r] =
(δi′s − δi′r)xs∂r. If follows that
φ(TH(xixj′)) + [∆i, φ(TH(xixj′))] =
∑
s,r∈Y1
µ(i,j
′)
s,r xs∂r +
∑
s,r∈Y1
(δi′s − δi′r)µ
(i,j′)
s,r xs∂r.
In the equation above the coefficient of ∂i′ is∑
s∈Y1
µ
(i,j′)
s,i′ xs +
∑
s∈Y1
(δi′s − δi′i′)µ
(i,j′)
s,i′ xs =
∑
s∈Y1
δi′sµ
(i,j′)
s,i′ xs = µ
(i,j′)
i′,i′ xi′ .
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By (2.11), ∂i′(fi′i′)xj′ − cj′i′xi′ = µ
(i,j′)
i′,i′ xi′ for i 6= j. Hence, ∂i′(fi′i′) = 0 and ∆i(fi′i′) = 0.
Thus our assertion holds.
For r ∈ Y1, let fr := −frr +∆r′(f r). Clearly, fr ∈ Λ(n) and
∆r′(fr) = ∆r′(−frr) + ∆
2
r′(f r) = ∆r′(f r) = fr + frr.
Then
∆r′(fr)− fr = frr. (2.12)
For i′ ∈ Y1 \ r, by (2.8) and (2.10), one may compute ∆i(fr) = fri′ . Putting D
′ :=
−
∑
r∈Y1
fr∂r, then by (2.12), we have
[D′,∆i] = −
∑
r∈Y1
[fr∂r,∆i] =
∑
r∈Y1\i′
fri′∂r + fi′i′∂i′ = φ(∆i).
Put D := D′t. Then D ∈ Gt and [D, ∆i] = φ(∆i). It follows that (φ − adD)(∆i) = 0. Let
ψ := φ− adD and suppose
ψ(TH(xixk)) =
∑
r∈Y1, u∈B1
curx
u∂r for k ∈ Y1 \ i
′.
Note that [TH(xixk),∆i] = TH(xixk). Applying ψ we have∑
u∈B1
cui′x
u∂i′ − δi′∈u
∑
r∈Y1, u∈B1
curx
u∂r =
∑
r∈Y1, u∈B1
curx
u∂r.
Therefore, ψ(TH(xixk)) =
∑
i′ 6∈u∈B1 cui′x
u∂i′ . Note that
[TH(xixk), ∆k′)] = −TH(xixk) for k ∈ Y1 \ i
′.
Applying ψ we have
−δk∈u
∑
i′ 6∈u∈B1
cui′x
u∂i′ = −
∑
i′ 6∈u∈B1
cui′x
u∂i′ .
Hence
ψ(TH(xixk)) =
∑
k∈u
i′ 6∈u∈B1
cui′x
u∂i′ .
If t > 0, for any fixed u satisfying i′ 6∈ u and k ∈ u, since |u| ≥ 2, there is r ∈ u \ k such
that [TH(xixk), ∆r′ ] = 0. Then by applying ψ we have −
∑
k∈u
i′ 6∈u∈B1
cui′x
u∂i′ = 0 and hence
cui′ = 0. Thus ψ(TH(xixk)) = 0. If t = 0, then ψ(TH(xixk)) = cki′xk∂i′ . Applying ψ to
the equation that
[TH(xixk), TH(xi′xl′)] = TH(xl′xk) for l ∈ Y1 \ {k, i
′},
one may get cki′ + ci′l = ckl. Similarly, from the equation that
[TH(xixk), TH(xk′xi′)] = ∆k′ −∆i,
one gets cki′ + ci′k = 0. Clearly, the following system of n− 1 equations has solutions:
λ1′ − λ2′ = c1′2′
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λ1′ − λ3′ = c1′3′
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
λ1′ − λn′ = c1′n′ .
Let (λ1′ , λ2′ , . . . , λn′) be a solution. Then
λk − λl = (λk − λ1′) + (λ1′ − λl) = ckl.
Let D′′ :=
∑
r∈Y1
λrxr∂r and ϕ := ψ−adD
′′. Then ϕ(TH(xixk)) = 0 for i 6= k
′. In addition,
ϕ(∆i) = 0. The proof is complete. ⊓⊔
Lemma 2.8. Let φ ∈ Dert(HO,W) with t ≥ 0 odd. If φ(HO−1) = 0, then there is D ∈ Gt
such that (φ− adD)(HO−1 ⊕HO0) = 0.
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, assume that φ(∆i) =
∑
r∈Y0
fri∂r, where fri ∈ Λ(n). For arbitrary
j ∈ Y0 \ i, we have [∆i, ∆j] = 0. Then
−fji∂j −
∑
r∈Y0
∆j(fri)∂r +
∑
r∈Y0
∆i(frj)∂r + fij∂i = 0.
A comparison of coefficients shows that
∆j(fri) = ∆i(frj) for r ∈ Y0 \ {i, j}, (2.13)
∆j(fii) = ∆i(fij) + fij for i, j ∈ Y0 with i 6= j. (2.14)
Suppose fri =
∑
|u|=t+1 curix
u, where curi ∈ F. By (2.13), δj′∈ucuri = δi′∈ucurj for r ∈
Y0 \ {i, j}. Then we have the following implication:
j′ ∈ u and curi 6= 0⇐⇒ i
′ ∈ u and curj 6= 0, r ∈ Y0 \ {i, j}.
Let r, i ∈ Y0 with r 6= i. If curi 6= 0, then i
′ ∈ u and therefore, ∆i(fri) = fri. For any fixed
r ∈ Y0, by Lemma 2.6, there is fr ∈ Λ(n) such that
∆i(fr) = fri for all i ∈ Y0 \ r. (2.15)
For any fixed r ∈ Y0 and i ∈ Y0 \ r, by (2.14) and (2.15), we have
∆i(frr − fr −∆r(fr)) = ∆i(frr)−∆i(fr)−∆i∆r(fr)
= ∆i(frr)− fri −∆i∆r(fr)
= ∆r(fri)−∆r∆i(fr)
= ∆r∆i(fr)−∆r∆i(fr)
= 0.
Let f := frr − fr − ∆r(fr) =
∑
v cvx
v. Assume that f 6= 0. Then there is v such that
cv 6= 0. Since |v| ≥ 2, there is i
′ ∈ v \ r′. Then 0 = ∆i(f) = cvx
v and therefore, cv = 0, a
contradiction. This shows that f = 0, that is,
frr = ∆r(fr) + fr for r ∈ Y0. (2.16)
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Let D′ := −
∑
r∈Y0
fr∂r. By (2.15) and (2.16),
[D′,∆i] = −
∑
r∈Y0
[fr∂r, ∆i]
=
∑
r∈Y0
∆i(fr)∂r + fi∂i
=
∑
r∈Y0\i
∆i(fr)∂r + (∆i(fi) + fi)∂i
=
∑
r∈Y0\i
fri∂r + fii∂i
= φ(∆i).
Let D := D′t. Then D ∈ Gt and [D, ∆i] = φ(∆i). Put ψ := φ − adD. Then ψ(∆i) = 0.
Assume that
ψ(TH(xixk)) =
∑
r∈Y0, u∈B0
curx
u∂r where cur ∈ F, k ∈ Y1 \ i
′.
By applying ψ to [TH(xixk),∆i] = TH(xixk), one computes
−
∑
u∈B0
cuix
u∂i − δi′∈u
∑
r∈Y0, u∈B0
curx
u∂r =
∑
r∈Y0, u∈B0
curx
u∂r.
It follows that cur = 0 for all r ∈ Y0. Therefore, ψ(TH(xkxi)) = 0. Now we have proved
that (φ− adD)(HO−1 ⊕HO0) = 0. ⊓⊔
The following proposition asserts that all the derivations of nonnegative Z-degree are
inner.
Proposition 2.9. Dert(HO,W) = adWt for t ≥ 0.
Proof. Clearly, adWt ⊂ Dert(HO,W). Let φ ∈ Dert(HO,W). By Lemma 1.3, there is
E ∈ Wt such that (φ − adE)(HO−1) = 0. By Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8, there is D ∈ Gt such
that (φ− adE− adD)(HO−1⊕HO0) = 0. By Proposition 2.5, φ− adE− adD = 0. Hence
φ = adE + adD ∈ adWt. ⊓⊔
3. Negative Z-degree derivations from HO into W
In this section, we first prove that Z-degree −1 derivations from HO into W vanishing on
HO0 are necessarily zero, then determine the Z-degree −1 derivations. For our purpose,
we need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let φ ∈ Der−1(HO,W) satisfy φ(HO0) = 0. Then φ(TH(xkxlxq)) = 0 for
all k, l, q ∈ Y1.
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, assume that φ(TH(xkxlxq)) =
∑
s,r∈Y1
csrxs∂r, where csr ∈ F. Note
that [∆k′ ,TH(xkxlxq)] = TH(xkxlxq). Applying φ one gets
∑
r∈Y1
ckrxk∂r −
∑
s∈Y1
cskxs∂k =
∑
s,r∈Y1
csrxs∂r.
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A comparison of coefficients shows that
ckkxk −
∑
s∈Y1
cskxs =
∑
s∈Y1
cskxs,
and
ckrxk =
∑
s∈Y1
csrxs, r ∈ Y1 \ k.
Then we have csk = 0 for s ∈ Y1 and csr = 0 for s, r ∈ Y1 \ k. Thus,
φ(TH(xkxlxq)) =
∑
r∈Y1\k
ckrxk∂r.
Applying φ to the equation that [TH(xkxlxq),TH(xk′xl)] = 0 one may computes
cklxk∂k −
∑
r∈Y1\k
ckrxl∂r = 0.
It follows that ckr = 0 for all r ∈ Y1 \ k. Hence φ(TH(xkxlxq)) = 0. ⊓⊔
Lemma 3.2. Suppose φ ∈ Der−1(HO,W) and φ(HO0) = 0. Then φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) = 0
for all i ∈ Y0, k ∈ Y1.
Proof. Proceed by induction on a. For a = 2, by Lemma 1.1, one may assume that
φ(TH(x
(2εi)xk)) =
∑
q,r∈Y1
cqrxq∂r where cqr ∈ F.
Note that [∆i, TH(x
(2εi)xk)] = (δi′k − 2)TH(x
(2εi)xk). Applying φ and computing we have
∑
r∈Y1
ci′rxi′∂r −
∑
q∈Y1
cqi′xq∂i′ = (δi′k − 2)
∑
q,r∈Y1
cqrxq∂r.
It follows that
ci′i′xi′ −
∑
q∈Y1
cqi′xq = (δi′k − 2)
∑
q∈Y1
cqi′xq,
and
ci′rxi′ = (δi′k − 2)
∑
q∈Y1
cqrxq for r ∈ Y1 \ i
′.
Consequently, ci′i′ = 0 and (δi′k − 1)cqi′ = 0 for q ∈ Y1 \ i
′; cqr = 0 for q ∈ Y1, r ∈ Y1 \ i
′.
Then
φ(TH(x
(2εi)xk)) = δi′k
∑
q∈Y1\i′
cqi′xq∂i′ .
For l ∈ Y1 \ i
′, [TH(x
(2εi)xi′),∆l′ ] = 0. Applying φ and one may get cli′ = 0 and therefore,
φ(TH(x
(2εi)xk)) = 0. For a ≥ 3, by Lemma 1.1, one may assume that
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) =
∑
r∈Y,u∈B
curx
u∂r for all i ∈ Y0, k ∈ Y1.
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If a is even, then
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) =
∑
r∈Y1, u∈B1
curx
u∂r for all i ∈ Y0, k ∈ Y1.
For any fixed u, since |u| ≥ 3, there is j′ ∈ u \ {i′, k}. Note that [∆j ,TH(x
(aεi)xk)] = 0.
Applying φ one gets ∑
r∈Y1, u∈B1
curx
u∂r −
∑
u∈B1
cuj′x
u∂j′ = 0.
This implies that cur = 0 for r ∈ Y1 \ j
′ and therefore,
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) =
∑
u∈B1
cuj′x
u∂j′ .
Since n ≥ 3, take l ∈ Y1 \ {k, j
′}. Applying φ to [TH(x
(aεi)xk),TH(xj′xl′)] = 0, we have∑
u∈B1 cuj′x
u∂l = 0. This implies that cuj′ = 0 and hence φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) = 0.
If a is odd, then φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) =
∑
r∈Y0,u∈B0,|u|≥2
curx
u∂r. Given u, if |u| = 2 and
{k, i′} 6⊂ u; or |u| = 2 and k = i′; or |u| > 2, then there is j′ ∈ u such that j′ 6= k, i′. Note
that [∆j, TH(x
(aεi)xk)] = 0. Applying φ we have
∑
r∈Y0,u∈B0
curx
u∂r +
∑
u∈B0
cujx
u∂j = 0.
This yields cur = 0 for r ∈ Y0. Thus
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) =
∑
r∈Y0
cvrx
v∂r where v = {i
′, k}.
Clearly, it suffices to consider the case a = 3. Compute
[∆i, TH(x
(3εi)xk)] = −3TH(x
(3εi)xk).
Applying φ to the equation above we have
∑
r∈Y0
cvrx
v∂r + cvix
v∂i = −3
∑
r∈Y0
cvrx
v∂r,
and consequently, cvr = 0 for r ∈ Y0 \ i and 5cvi = 0. If 5 6≡ 0 (mod p), then cvi = 0 and
φ(TH(x
(3εi)xk)) = 0.
If 5 ≡ 0 (mod p), then
φ(TH(x
(3εi)xk)) = cvix
v∂i.
Applying to [TH(x
(3εi)xk),TH(xixk)] = 0 yields cvi = 0 and therefore, φ(TH(x
(3εi)xk)) = 0.
⊓⊔
As a direct consequence of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3. Der−1(HO,W) = adHO−1.
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Proof. Let φ ∈ Der−1(HO,W). By Lemma 1.1, assume that φ(TH(xixk)) =
∑
r∈Y0
cikr∂r,
where cikr ∈ F, i ∈ Y0, k ∈ Y1. Applying φ to [TH(xixk),∆i] = TH(xixk) for k ∈ Y1 \ i
′,
one may obtain that −ciki∂i + cii′i∂k′ =
∑
r∈Y0
cikr∂r, and therefore,
cikr = 0, r ∈ Y0 \ k
′; cii′i = cikk′ .
Thus, φ(TH(xixk)) = cikk′∂k′ = cii′i∂k′ for k ∈ Y1 \ i
′. Let
ψ := φ+
∑
r∈Y0
crr′rad∂r where crr′r ∈ F.
Then for k ∈ Y1 \ i
′,
ψ(TH(xixk)) = φ(TH(xixk)) +
∑
r∈Y0
crr′r[∂r, TH(xixk)]
= cii′i∂k′ − cii′i∂k′
= 0.
Note that [∆i, ∆j] = 0 for j ∈ Y0\i. Applying φ, one may obtain that −cii′j∂j+cjj′i∂i = 0.
Hence, cii′j = 0 and φ(∆i) = cii′i∂i. Thus
ψ(∆i) = φ(∆i) +
∑
r∈Y0
crr′r[∂r, ∆i]
= cii′i∂i − cii′i∂i
= 0.
So far we have proved that ψ(HO0) = 0. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, ψ = 0. Therefore,
φ = −
∑
r∈Y0
crr′rad∂r ∈ adHO−1,
proving that Der−1(HO,W) = adHO−1. ⊓⊔
In order to determine the negative Z-degree derivations from HO into W, we give the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let φ ∈ Der−t(HO,W) with t > 1. For i ∈ Y0 and k ∈ Y1, if φ(TH(x
(tεi)xk)) =
0, then φ = 0.
Proof. We first show that φ(TH(xkxlxq)) = 0 for all k, l, q ∈ Y1. It suffices to consider the
case zd(φ) = −2. By Lemma 1.1, assume that
φ(TH(xkxlxq)) =
∑
r∈Y0
ar∂r where ar ∈ F.
Note that
[TH(xkxlxq), ∆k′ ] = −TH(xkxlxq).
Applying φ, one gets −ak′∂k′ = −
∑
r∈Y0
ar∂r. This shows that ar = 0 for r ∈ Y0 \ k
′. It
follows that
φ(TH(xkxlxq)) = ak′∂k′ .
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Similarly, noting that [TH(xkxlxq), TH(xk′xl)] = 0, one may show that ak′ = 0 and there-
fore, φ(TH(xkxlxq)) = 0.
In the following we proceed by induction on a to show that φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) = 0 for
all i ∈ Y0, k ∈ Y1. If a ≤ t, then φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) = 0. Assume that a > t. By inductive
hypothesis and Lemma 1.1, one may assume that
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) =
∑
r∈Y, |u|=a−t
curx
u∂r where cur ∈ F.
Suppose a− t ≥ 2. If a− t is odd, then a− t ≥ 3 and
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) =
∑
r∈Y1, u∈B1
curx
u∂r.
Just as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 (for a being even there), one may show that φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) =
0. If a− t is even, then
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) =
∑
r∈Y0,u∈B0
curx
u∂r.
Just as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 (for a odd there), one may show that φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) =
0.
Now consider the case a− t < 2. Note that in this case, we have a− t = 1 and therefore,
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) =
∑
q,r∈Y1
cqrxq∂r.
(1) Let k 6= i′. Note that [TH(x
(aεi)xk), ∆i] = aTH(x
(aεi)xk). Applying φ one gets
∑
q∈Y1
cqi′xq∂i′ −
∑
r∈Y1
ci′rxi′∂r = a
∑
q,r∈Y1
cqrxq∂r.
By comparing coefficients we have
∑
q∈Y1
cqi′xq − ci′i′xi′ = a
∑
q∈Y1
cqi′xq,
and
a
∑
q∈Y1
cqrxq + ci′rxi′ = 0 for r ∈ Y1 \ i
′.
Consequently,
aci′i′ = 0;
(a− 1)cqi′ = 0 for q ∈ Y1 \ i
′;
(a+ 1)ci′r = 0 for r ∈ Y1 \ i
′;
acqr = 0 for q, r ∈ Y1 \ i
′.
If a ≡ 0 (mod p), then cqi′ = ci′r = 0 for q, r ∈ Y1 \ i
′ and it follows that
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) = ci′i′xi′∂i′ +
∑
q,r∈Y1\i′
cqrxq∂r.
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Note that
[TH(x
(aεi)xk), ∆k′ ] = −TH(x
(aεi)xk).
Applying φ we have
∑
q∈Y1\i′
cqkxq∂k −
∑
r∈Y1\i′
ckrxk∂r = −ci′i′xi′∂i′ −
∑
q,r∈Y1\i′
cqrxq∂r.
Comparing coefficients yields
ci′i′ = 0;
2
∑
q∈Y1\i′
cqkxq − ckkxk = 0;
∑
q∈Y1\i′
cqrxq − ckrxk = 0 for r ∈ Y1 \ {i
′, k}.
It follows that
ci′i′ = 0; cqk = 0 for q ∈ Y1 \ i
′; cqr = 0 for q, r ∈ Y1 \ {i
′, k}.
Then
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) =
∑
r∈Y1\{k,i′}
ckrxk∂r.
For l ∈ Y1 \ {k, i
′}, we have [TH(x
(aεi)xk),∆l′ ] = 0. Applying φ yields ckl = 0. Thus,
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) = 0.
For the case with a 6≡ 0 (mod p), our discuss is divided into three parts. First suppose
a ≡ 1 (mod p). Then
cqr = 0 for q, r ∈ Y1 \ i
′; ci′r = 0 for r ∈ Y1.
Consequently,
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) =
∑
q∈Y1\i′
cqi′xq∂i′ .
Note that [TH(x
(aεi)xk), ∆k′] = −TH(x
(aεi)xk). Applying φ one gets
−cki′xk∂i′ = −
∑
q∈Y1\i′
cqi′xq∂i′ .
Hence cqi′ = 0 for q ∈ Y1 \ {i
′, k} and
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) = cki′xk∂i′ .
For l ∈ Y1 \{i
′, k}, it is easy to verify that [TH(x
(aεi)xk), TH(xi′xkxl)] = 0. Applying φ we
have
[cki′xk∂i′ , −xkxl∂i + xi′xl∂k′ − xi′xk∂l′ ] + [TH(x
(aεi)xk), φ(TH(xi′xkxl))] = 0.
Since φ(TH(xi′xkxl)) ∈ HO−1, one may assume that
φ(TH(xi′xkxl)) =
∑
r∈Y0
ar∂r where ar ∈ F.
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Then
cki′xkxl∂k′ +
[
TH(x
(aεi)xk),
∑
r∈Y0
ar∂r
]
= 0.
Consequently,
cki′xkxl∂k′ − aix
((a−2)εi)xk∂i′ + aix
((a−1)εi)∂k′ = 0.
It follows that cki′ = 0 and therefore, φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) = 0. Second, suppose a ≡ −1
(mod p). Then cqi′ = 0 for q ∈ Y1 and cqr = 0 for q, r ∈ Y1 \ i
′. Thus,
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) =
∑
r∈Y1\i′
ci′rxi′∂r.
Note that [TH(x
(aεi)xk), ∆k′ ] = −TH(x
(aεi)xk). Applying φ one may verify that ci′r = 0
for r ∈ Y1 \ i
′. Hence
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) = 0.
Third, suppose a 6≡ −1, 1 (mod p). Then it is clear that φ(TH(x
(aεi)xk)) = 0.
(2) Let us consider the case k = i′. Direct computation shows that
[TH(x
(aεi)xi′), ∆i] = (a− 1)TH(x
(aεi)xi′).
Applying φ and computing one may get
(a− 2)
∑
q∈Y1
cqi′xq + ci′i′xi′ = 0;
(a− 1)
∑
q∈Y1
cqrxq + ci′rxi′ = 0, r ∈ Y1 \ i
′.
Comparing coefficients yields that
(a− 1)ci′i′ = 0;
(a− 2)cqi′ = 0, q ∈ Y1 \ i
′;
aci′r = 0, r ∈ Y1 \ i
′;
(a− 1)cqr = 0, q, r ∈ Y1 \ i
′.
If a ≡ 0 (mod p), then φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) =
∑
r∈Y1\i′
ci′rxi′∂r. For j ∈ Y0 \ i, it is easily
verified that [TH(x
(aεi)xi′), ∆j] = 0. Applying φ we have
[ ∑
r∈Y1\i′
ci′rxi′∂r, ∆j
]
= 0.
Consequently, ci′j′xi′∂j′ = 0 and therefore, ci′j′ = 0. It follows that φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) = 0.
If a 6≡ 0 (mod p), the following discussion is divided into three parts.
Case (i): a ≡ 1 (mod p). Then
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) = ci′i′xi′∂i′ +
∑
q, r∈Y1\i′
cqrxq∂r.
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For j′ ∈ Y1 \ i
′, it is easy to see that [TH(x
(aεi)xi′), TH(xixj′)] = −TH(x
(aεi)xj′). Applying
φ we obtain that
−ci′i′xj′∂i′ +
∑
q∈Y1\i′
cqj′xq∂i′ = 0.
It follows that ci′i′ = cj′j′ and cqj′ = 0 for q ∈ Y1 \ {i
′, j′} and j′ ∈ Y1 \ i
′. Then
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) =
∑
r∈Y1\{i′,j′}
cj′rxj′∂r + ci′i′xi′∂i′ + ci′i′xj′∂j′ .
For l ∈ Y1 \ {i
′, j′}, we have
[TH(x
(aεi)xi′), TH(xixl)] = −TH(x
(aεi)xl).
Applying φ we obtain that cj′lxj′∂i′ − ci′i′xl∂i′ = 0. This implies that ci′i′ = 0 and cj′l = 0
for all l ∈ Y1 \ {i
′, j′}. Therefore φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) = 0.
Case (ii): a ≡ 2 (mod p). Then
φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) =
∑
q∈Y1\i′
cqi′xq∂i′ .
Note that [TH(x
(aεi)xi′), ∆j] = 0 for j ∈ Y0 \ i. Similarly, applying φ one gets cj′i′ = 0 for
j ∈ Y0 \ i and therefore, φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) = 0.
Case (iii): a 6≡ 1, 2 (mod p). Clearly, φ(TH(x
(aεi)xi′)) = 0. ⊓⊔
Proposition 3.5. Suppose t ∈ N is not any p-power. Then Der−t(HO,W) = 0.
Proof. Let φ ∈ Der−t(HO,W). We first consider the case t 6≡ 0 (mod p). Direct compu-
tation shows
[∆i,TH(x
(tεi)xk)] = (δk,i′ − t)TH(x
(tεi)xk).
Applying φ one gets
[∆i, φ(TH(x
(tεi)xk))] = (δk,i′ − t)φ(TH(x
(tεi)xk)).
Since φ(TH(x
(tεi)xk)) ∈ HO−1, one may assume that
φ(TH(x
(tεi)xk)) =
∑
r∈Y0
ar∂r wherear ∈ F.
Then [
∆i,
∑
r∈Y0
ar∂r
]
= ai∂i = (δk,i′ − t)
∑
r∈Y0
ar∂r.
If k 6= i′, then (t+1)ai = 0 and tar = 0 for r ∈ Y0 \ i. Since t 6≡ 0 (mod p), we have ar = 0
for r ∈ Y0 \ i. If t 6≡ −1 (mod p), then ai = 0 and therefore, φ(TH(x
(tεi)xk)) = 0. If t ≡ −1
(mod p), then φ(TH(x
(tεi)xk)) = ai∂i. Note that
[TH(x
(tεi)xk),∆k′ ] = −TH(x
(tεi)xk).
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Applying φ one gets [ai∂i, xk∂k − xk′∂k′ ] = −ai∂i and therefore, ai = 0. Hence
φ(TH(x
(tεi)xk)) = 0.
If k = i′, then tai = 0 and (t−1)ar = 0 for r ∈ Y0 \ i. Since t 6≡ 0 (mod p), we have ai = 0.
If t 6≡ 1 (mod p), then ar = 0 for r ∈ Y0 \ i and hence
φ(TH(x
(tεi)xi′)) = 0.
If t ≡ 1 (mod p), then φ(TH(x
(tεi)xi′)) =
∑
r∈Y0\i
ar∂r. Note that [TH(x
(tεi)xi′), ∆j ] = 0
for j ∈ Y0 \ i. Applying φ one gets −aj∂j = 0 and aj = 0. Thus φ(TH(x
(tεi)xi′)) = 0.
Let us consider the case t ≡ 0 (mod p). Write t =
∑r
s=1 asp
s where 0 ≤ as < p and
ar 6= 0. Since
zd(TH(x
((t−pr+1)εi)xk)) = t− p
r < t− 2,
zd(TH(x
(prεi)xi′)) = p
r − 1 < t− 2,
we have
φ(TH(x
((t−pr+1)εi)xk)) = φ(TH(x
(prεi)xi′)) = 0.
Then
[TH(x
((t−pr+1)εi)xk), TH(x
(prεi)xi′)] =
[( t
pr
)
− δk,i′
(
t
pr − 1
)]
TH(x
(tεi)xk).
Note that
(
t
pr−1
)
≡ 0 (mod p) and
(
t
pr
)
6≡ 0 (mod p). Applying φ we have
φ(TH(x
(tεi)xk)) = 0 for all i ∈ Y0, k ∈ Y1.
By Lemma 3.4, φ = 0. This proves Der−t(HO,W) = 0. ⊓⊔
Proposition 3.6. Let t = pr for some r ∈ N. Then Der−t(HO,W) = spanF{(ad∂i)
t|i ∈
Y0}.
Proof. Let φ ∈ Der−t(HO,W). Then φ(TH(x
(tεi)xk)) ∈ HO−1 for i ∈ Y0 and k ∈ Y1.
Assume that
φ(TH(x
(tεi)xk)) =
∑
r∈Y0
aikr∂r where aikr ∈ F.
Compute
[TH(x
(tεi)xk),∆i] = (t− δk,i′)TH(x
(tεi)xk).
Applying φ one gets
−aiki∂i = (t− δk,i′)
∑
r∈Y0
aikr∂r = −δki′
∑
r∈Y0
aikr∂r.
If i′ = k, then aikr = 0 for r ∈ Y0 \ i and hence
φ(TH(x
(tεi)xi′)) = aii′i∂i.
If i′ 6= k, then aiki = 0 and hence
φ(TH(x
(tεi)xk)) =
∑
r∈Y0\i
aikr∂r.
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Note that [TH(x
(tεi)xk),∆k′)] = −TH(x
(tεi)xk). Applying φ, one gets aikr = 0 for r ∈ Y0\k
′
and therefore,
φ(TH(x
(tεi)xk)) = aikk′∂k′ .
Note that
[TH(x
(tεi)xi′), TH(xixk)] = −TH(x
(tεi)xk).
Applying φ, we have [aii′i∂i, xk∂i′ − xi∂k′ ] = −aikk′∂k′ and it follows that aii′i = aikk′ for
k 6= i′. Put ai := aii′i = aikk′ and
ψ := φ+
∑
r∈Y0
ar(ad∂r)
t.
Then ψ ∈ Der−t(HO,W) and one may easily verify that ψ(TH(x
(tεi)xk)) = 0. By Lemma
3.4, ψ = 0 and φ = −
∑
r∈Y0
ar(ad∂r)
t ∈ spanF{(ad∂i)
t|i ∈ Y0}. ⊓⊔
Assembling the main results in Section 2 and 3, we are able to describe explicitly the
derivation space from HO into W :
Theorem 3.7. Der(HO,W) = adW + spanF{(ad∂i)
pki | i ∈ Y0, 1 ≤ ki < ti}.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Propositions 2.9, 3.3, 3.5 and 3.6. ⊓⊔
4. The derivation algebra of HO
In this section, using the results obtained in Sections 2 and 3, we shall determine the
derivation algebra and outerderivation algebra of for the even part of the Hamiltonian
superalgebra. Note that by [8, Proposition 20, p. 202],
HO = HO =
{ 2n∑
i=1
ai∂i ∈ W
∣∣∣ ∂i(aj′) = (−1)µ(i)µ(j)+µ(i)+µ(j)∂j(ai′), i, j ∈ Y
}
.
Proposition 4.1. Let t be a positive integer. Then Dert(HO) = ad(HOt).
Proof. Let φ ∈ Dert(HO). Then φ ∈ Dert(HO,W). By Proposition 2.9, there is D ∈ Wt
such that φ = adD ∈ Dert(HO). Clearly, D ∈ NorW(HO)t. Let D =
∑
r∈Y gr∂r, where
gr ∈ O(n, n; t)t+1. Then
[∂i, D] =
[
∂i,
∑
r∈Y
gr∂r
]
=
∑
r∈Y
∂i(gr)∂r ∈ HO for i ∈ Y0. (4.1)
Fix i ∈ Y0 and put ak := ∂i(gk) for k ∈ Y. By the definition of HO, ∂i(ai) = −∂i′(ai′),
that is, ∂i(∂i(gi)) = −∂i′(∂i(gi′)). Therefore,
∂i(∂i(gi) + ∂i′(gi′)) = 0. (4.2)
Similarly, we have ∂i′(ai) = −∂i′(ai), that is, ∂i′(ai) = 0. Hence
∂i′(∂i(gi)) = 0. (4.3)
For any r ∈ Y \ {i, i′}, ∂i(ar) = (−1)
µ(r′)∂r′(ai′), that is, ∂i(∂i(gr)) = (−1)
µ(r′)∂r′(∂i(gi′)).
It follows that
∂i(∂i(gr)− (−1)
µ(r′)∂r′(gi′)) = 0. (4.4)
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For r ∈ Y \ {i, i′}, we have ∂i′(ar) = −∂r′(ai), that is, ∂i′(∂i(gr)) = −∂r′(∂i(gi)). It follows
that
∂i(∂i′(gr) + ∂r′(gi)) = 0. (4.5)
For r ∈ Y \{i, i′}, we have ∂r(ar) = −∂r′(ar′), that is, ∂r(∂i(gr)) = −∂r′(∂i(gr′)). It follows
that
∂i(∂r(gr) + ∂r′(gr′)) = 0. (4.6)
Note that
[∆i, D] = (∆i(gi′)− gi′)∂i′ + (∆i(gi) + gi)∂i +
∑
r∈Y \{i,i′}
∆i(gr)∂r ∈ HO. (4.7)
For k ∈ Y, denote by bk the coefficient of ∂k. Then by the definition of HO, we have
∂i′(bi) = −∂i′(bi), and therefore,
∂i′(∆i(gi) + gi) = 0.
It follows that
∂i′(gi)− xi∂i′∂i(gi) + ∂i′(gi) = 0.
By (4.3), ∂i′(gi)+ ∂i′(gi) = 0. Similarly, for r ∈ Y \ {i, i
′}, we have ∂i′(br) = −∂r′(bi), that
is,
∂i′(∆i(gr)) = −∂r′(∆i(gi) + gi).
Computing from the equation above one gets
∂i′(gr) + ∂r′(gi) = −∆i(∂i′(gr) + ∂r′(gi)).
By (4.5), we have xi′∂i′(∂i′(gr) + ∂r′(gi)) = −(∂i′(gr) + ∂r′(gi)). It follows that
∂i′(gr) + ∂r′(gi) = 0. (4.8)
For r ∈ Y \ {i, i′}, ∂r(br) = −∂r′(br′), and then
∂r(∆i(gr)) = −∂r′(∆i(gr′)).
Computing from the equation above one gets
xi′∂i′(∂r(gr) + ∂r′(gr′)) = xi∂i(∂r(gr) + ∂r′(gr′)).
By (4.6), xi′∂i′(∂r(gr) + ∂r′(gr′)) = 0. Consequently,
∂i′(∂r(gr) + ∂r′(gr′)) = 0. (4.9)
For r ∈ Y \ {i, i′}, we have ∂i(br) = (−1)
µ(r′)∂r′(bi′), that is,
∂i(∆i(gr)) = (−1)
µ(r′)∂r′(∆i(gi′)− gi′).
Similarly, one computes
∆i(∂i(gr)− (−1)
µ(r′)∂r′(gi′)) = ∂i(gr)− (−1)
µ(r′)∂r′(gi′).
By (4.4),
xi′∂i′(∂i(gr)− (−1)
µ(r′)∂r′(gi′)) = ∂i(gr)− (−1)
µ(r′)∂r′(gi′). (4.10)
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Similar to the proof of [8, Lemma 6], one may show that
∂i(gr′) = ∂r(gi′) for i, r ∈ Y0 with i 6= r. (4.11)
We next show that ∂r′(gr) = −∂r′(gr) for r ∈ Y0 \ i. By (4.1), ∂r′(ar) = −∂r′(ar)
and then ∂r′(∂i(gr)) = 0. Hence ∂i(∂r′(gr)) = 0. By (4.7), ∂r′(br) = −∂r′(br) and then
∂r′∆i(gr) = 0. It follows that xi′∂i′∂r′(gr) = 0 and then ∂i′∂r′(gr) = 0, since we have
shown that ∂i(∂r′(gr)) = 0. Clearly, ∂r′(∂r′(gr)) = 0. Since D ∈ NorW(HO)t, there is
fr ∈ O(n, n; t)1 such that [∂r, D] = TH(fr) for r ∈ Y0 \ i. Consequently,∑
j∈Y
∂r(gj)∂j =
∑
j∈Y
(−1)µ(j)∂j(fr)∂j′ .
Therefore, ∂r(gr) = −∂r′(fr) for r ∈ Y0 \ i and then ∂r∂r′(gr) = ∂r′∂r(gr) = −∂r′∂r′(fr) =
0. Thus we have
∂r′(gr) = 0. (4.12)
It follows that ∂r′(gr) = −∂r′(gr). We have to show that for t > 1,
∂i(gr) = −∂r′(gi′) for r ∈ Y0 \ i. (4.13)
Form (4.4) one can see ∂i(∂i(gr) + ∂r′(gi′)) = 0. Then by (4.12),
∂r′(∂i(gr) + ∂r′(gi′)) = ∂i(∂r′(gr)) + ∂r′∂r′(gi′) = 0 for all r ∈ Y0 \ i.
By (4.11) and (4.6), for r ∈ Y0 \ i, one may compute
∂r(∂i(gr) + ∂r′(gi′)) = 0.
Note also that, by (4.10), xi′∂i′(∂i(gr)+∂r′(gi′)) = ∂i(gr)+∂r′(gi′). Then one may see that
∂i(gr) + ∂r′(gi′) is of the form λxi′ where λ ∈ F. If t > 1, then ∂i(gr) + ∂r′(gi′) = 0. In the
following we show that ∂r(gr) = −∂r′(gr′) for t > 1. By (4.6), ∂i(∂r(gr)+ ∂r′(gr′)) = 0. By
(4.9), ∂i′(∂r(gr) + ∂r′(gr′)) = 0. By (4.12),
∂r′(∂r(gr) + ∂r′(gr′)) = ∂r∂r′(gr) + ∂r′∂r′(gr′) = 0.
Since r ∈ Y0 \ i, ∂r(gr) + ∂r′(gr′) is of the form λxr where λ ∈ F. If t > 1, then
∂r(gr) + ∂r′(gr′) = 0.
Let us show that ∂i(gr) = −∂r′(gi′) and ∂r(gr) = −∂r′(gr′) for t = 1. Let D :=
∑
j∈Y gj∂j ,
where gj =
∑
k,l∈Y cjklxkxl. Then for arbitrary i ∈ Y0,
[∂i, D] =
[
∂i,
∑
k,l,j∈Y
cjklxkxl∂j
]
=
∑
l,j∈Y
cjilxl∂j +
∑
k,j∈Y
cjkixk∂j
=
∑
l,j∈Y
(cjil + cjli)xl∂j
=
∑
j∈Y
(∑
l∈Y
(cjil + cjli)xl
)
∂j ∈ HO.
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For fixed i ∈ Y0, put dj :=
∑
l∈Y (cjil + cjli)xl for j ∈ Y. Since ∂r(dr) = −∂r′(dr′) for
r ∈ Y0 \ i, one gets
crir + crri = −(cr′ir′ + cr′r′i). (4.14)
For r ∈ Y0 \ i, we have ∂i(dr) = −∂r′(di′). It follows that
2crii = −(ci′ir′ + ci′r′i). (4.15)
For arbitrary r ∈ Y0 \ i, similarly, we have
[∂r, D] =
∑
j∈Y
(∑
l∈Y
(cjrl + cjlr)xl
)
∂j ∈ HO.
Put ej :=
∑
l∈Y (cjrl + cjlr)xl for j ∈ Y. For r ∈ Y0 \ i, we have ∂r(er) = −∂r′(er′). It
follows that
2crrr = −(cr′rr′ + cr′r′r). (4.16)
For arbitrary r ∈ Y0 \ i, we have ∂i(er) = −∂r′(ei′) and it follows that
crri + crir = −(ci′rr′ + ci′r′r). (4.17)
By (4.14) and (4.16), we have
∂r(gr) = ∂r
( ∑
k,l∈Y
crklxkxl
)
=
∑
l∈Y0
crrlxl +
∑
k∈Y0
crkrxk
=
∑
l∈Y0
(crrl + crlr)xl
= −
∑
l∈Y0
(cr′r′l + cr′lr′)xl
= −
∑
l∈Y0
cr′r′lxl −
∑
k∈Y0
cr′kr′xk
= −∂r′
( ∑
k,l∈Y
cr′klxkxl
)
= −∂r′(gr′).
Similarly, by (4.15) and (4.17), one may verify that
∂i(gr) = −∂r′(gi′). (4.18)
By (4.3), ∂i′(∂i(gi)) = 0 and then ∂i′(∂i(gi) + ∂i′(gi′)) = 0. By (4.2),
∂i(∂i(gi) + ∂i′(gi′)) = 0.
For r ∈ Y0 \ i, by (4.8) and (4.11), we have ∂r(∂i(gi)+∂i′(gi′)) = 0. For r ∈ Y0 \ i, by (4.8),
(4.13) and (4.18), we have ∂r′(∂i(gi) + ∂i′(gi′)) = 0. Consequently, ∂i(gi) = −∂i′(gi′). By
the definition of HO, D ∈ HOt and φ ∈ adHOt. This completes the proof. ⊓⊔
Put Γ :=
∑n
i=1 xi′∂i′ .
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Proposition 4.2. Der0(HO) = ad(HO + F Γ)0.
Proof. It is easily seen that ad(HO + FΓ)0 ⊂ Der0(HO). Let φ ∈ Der0(HO). Then
φ ∈ Der0(HO,W). By Proposition 2.9, there is D ∈ W0 such that φ = adD ∈ Der0(HO).
Clearly, D ∈ NorW(HO)0. Let D :=
∑
k,l∈Y cklxk∂l. For i ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y1, direct computation
shows that
[TH(xixj), D] =
[
xj∂i′ − xi∂j′ ,
∑
k,l∈Y
cklxk∂l
]
=
(
ci′i′xj −
∑
k∈Y1
ckjxk
)
∂i′ +
( ∑
k∈Y0
ckixk − cj′j′xi
)
∂j′
+
∑
l∈Y1\i′
ci′lxj∂l −
∑
r∈Y0\j′
cj′rxi∂r.
Note that [TH(xixj),D] ∈ HO = HO. Denote by ak the coefficient of ∂k in the equation
above. Then ∂i(aj′) = −∂j(ai′). It follows that cii+ci′i′ = cjj+cj′j′ for all i ∈ Y0 and j ∈ Y1.
Let c := cii + ci′i′ for i ∈ Y0. In the same way one may obtain that ∂j(al) = −∂l′(aj′) for
l ∈ Y1 \ i
′. It follows that ci′l = −cl′i for l ∈ Y1 \ i
′. Since D ∈ W0, cij = 0 for i ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y1
and then D =
∑
k,l∈Y cklxk∂l, where µ(k) = µ(l). Then
D =
∑
k,l∈Y1
cklxk∂l +
∑
i,j∈Y0
cijxi∂j
=
∑
k∈Y1
ckkxk∂k +
∑
i∈Y0
ciixi∂i +
∑
k,l∈Y1
k 6=l
cklxk∂l +
∑
i,j∈Y0
i6=j
cijxi∂j
=
n∑
i=1
(ciixi∂i + ci′i′xi′∂i′) +
n∑
k,l=1
k 6=l
(cklxk∂l + cl′k′xl′∂k′)
=
n∑
i=1
(ciixi∂i − ciixi′∂i′ + ciixi′∂i′ + ci′i′xi′∂i′) +
n∑
k,l=1
k 6=l
(cklxk∂l − cklxl′∂k′)
= −
n∑
i=1
cii∆i + cΓ−
n∑
k,l=1
k 6=l
cklTH(xkxl′) ∈ HO + FΓ.
Hence, φ = adD ∈ ad(HO + FΓ)0. ⊓⊔
Proposition 4.3. Der−1(HO) = adHO−1.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.3. ⊓⊔
Proposition 4.4. If m > 1 is not any p-power. Then Der−m(HO) = 0. If m = p
r for
some positive integer r, then Der−m(HO) = spanF{(ad∂i)
t|i ∈ Y0}.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Propositions 3.5 and 3.6. ⊓⊔
Recall the notation t = (t1, · · · , tn) stands for a fixed n-tuple of positive integers defining
the finite-dimensional odd Hamiltonian superalgebra (see Section 1).
Theorem 4.5. Der(HO) = ad(HO + FΓ)
⊕
spanF{(ad∂i)
pki |i ∈ Y0, 1 ≤ ki < ti}.
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Proof. This is a direct consequence of Propositions 4.1– 4.4. ⊓⊔
Put J := spanF{∂
pri
i |i ∈ Y0, 1 ≤ ri < ti}. Then J is an abelian sub-Lie algebra of
Der(O(n, n; t)) of dimension (
∑
i∈Y0
ti−n), and [J ,Γ] = 0. Furthermore, by Theorem 4.5
we have
Theorem 4.6. The outer derivation algebra of HO is an abelian Lie algebra of dimension∑
i∈Y0
ti − n+ 1.
We conclude this section by the following corollary.
Corollary 4.7. dimF(Der(HO)) = 2
n−1p
∑
i∈Y0
ti +
∑
i∈Y0
ti − n.
Proof. By [7, Theorem 2.5], dimFHO = 2
np
∑
i∈Y0
ti−1. Then dimFHO = 2
n−1p
∑
i∈Y0
ti−1.
Let a ∈ C(HO). Since CHO(HO−1) ⊂ G, we have a ∈ G
⋂
HO. Let a =
∑
r∈Y0,u∈B0
curx
u∂r,
where cur ∈ F. Then
[
∆i,
∑
r∈Y0,u∈B0
curx
u∂r
]
= 0. It follows that
δi′∈u
∑
r∈Y0,u∈B0
curx
u∂r +
∑
u∈B0
cuix
u∂i = 0.
For any fixed u, if i′ ∈ u, then cur = 0 for r ∈ Y0; if i
′ 6∈ u, then cui = 0. Hence, a = 0,
proving C(HO) = 0. Now our conclusion follows from Theorem 4.6. ⊓⊔
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